
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIDEN/HARRIS AND NATIONAL DEMOCRAT LEADERS 

SUPPORT MARXIST BLM AND ANTIFA VIOLENCE 
 

As protests erupted in May in reaction to the gruesome death of George Floyd, America was 

unified in its outrage.  The moment briefly appeared to be one where Americans of all political, 

racial, religious, economic – virtually all backgrounds – could come together to address an 

obvious egregious wrong. 

 

And then the violence began. 

 

While a police precinct was surrendered to rioters by the Minneapolis Police Department, many 

Americans, having been introduced to Black Lives Matter (BLM) during the Ferguson, Missouri 

and Baltimore, Maryland riots of recent years, learned of yet another organization: Antifa (an 

abbreviation for “Anti-Fascist”). 

 

The “mostly peaceful” protests (so dubbed by the mainstream media) devolved into mass riots in 

cities nationwide almost instantly, and federal law enforcement soon learned that operatives of 

BLM and Antifa were inciting them.  On May 31, Attorney General William Barr issued a 

statement identifying Antifa as instigators of the violence.     

 

Just like the unity engendered by George Floyd’s death, Americans could expect national leaders 

to similarly unify in rejecting violent criminal rioters and condemning their instigators, Antifa 

and BLM, right? 

 

For some Democrats, in the case of Antifa, yes.  But not BLM.  Why? 

 

Because both groups share the same objective: the destruction of the United States republican 

form of government and its free enterprise economic system.  Antifa openly embraces violence 

to achieve these objectives, while BLM ostensibly does not.  This makes it pretty convenient for 

Democrats to condemn one and embrace the other, though the two organizations’ political 

objectives are identical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FedUp PAC 

To create a Paul Revere-type army of 1,000,000 conservative volunteers to bypass 

the biased mainstream media using print and electronic material produced and 

supplied by FedUp PAC to educate their family, friends, neighbors, and others 

that the New Democrats are mean, evil, violent, anti-God, elitist Marxists. 
 

Then I heard the voice of the Lord say, 

     “Whom shall I send?” and 

     “Who will go for us?” 

        And I said, “Here am I.  Send me!”  
   - Isaiah 6:8 

 
Richard A. Viguerie, Chairman 
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SPEAKER PELOSI SUPPORTS “BOYCOTTING CAPITALISM, DISRUPTING 

FAMILY STRUCTURE” 

 

In a September 1, 2016 statement to the Huffington Post, Pelosi declared she “supported the 

ideals embraced by the Black Lives Matter movement.”  From the BLM website, these ideals 

include boycotting “white capitalism,” dismantling “the patriarchal practice that requires mothers 

to work ‘double shifts’ so that they can mother in private even as they participate in public 

justice work,” and disrupting “the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure requirement by 

supporting each other as extended families and ‘villages’ that collectively care for one another,” 

(Emphases added.) 

 

“Public justice work” and collectivism are core principles of socialist revolutionaries.  “Public 

justice work” is a euphemism for agitation, of which protests and riots are a key part.  

Collectivism is a key objective of the institution of socialism (on the way to achieving 

communism), which eliminates all notions of private property and individual freedom.  And it is 

a key component, of course, of the rejection of capitalism, the very definition of socialism and 

communism. 

 

BIDEN/HARRIS TICKET FUNDS RIOTERS’ BAIL 

 

Biden’s presidential campaign staff advertised via Twitter its donations to pay the bail of rioters 

and protesters in Minneapolis to the Minnesota Freedom Fund (a group opposed to cash bail).  A 

May 31 Reuters article reported that Colleen May, a Biden staffer, said “[i]t is up to everyone to 

fight injustice” in a tweet that included an image of her $50 receipt from donating to the fund. 

 

While the BLM “protests,” Antifa infiltrates the crowds, and instigates violence, attacking law 

enforcement with stones, bricks, water bottles, Molotov cocktails and worse. By shrouding their 

acts of support under BLM’s supposedly peaceful protesting, Democrats support 

socialist/communist rioters. 

 

And now Democrats have seriously tipped their hand with the selection of California Senator 

Kamala Harris as Biden’s running mate for vice president. 

 

Harris has been rated by GovTrack, a congressional monitoring website, as the most liberal 

United States Senator by her voting record.  But this is just the beginning with Senator Harris.  

She has a lengthy history of liberal activism and socialist politics, including supporting BLM, 

which she openly and proudly acknowledged in her speech after Biden’s introduction of her as 

his vice-presidential nominee.  She bragged of being raised a protester: 

 

My mother and father, they came from opposite sides of the world to arrive in 

America. One from India, and the other from Jamaica in search of a world-class 

education, but what brought them together was the civil rights movement of the 1960's, 

and that is how they met, as students in the streets of Oakland marching and shouting for 

this thing called justice and a struggle that continues today. I was part of it. (Emphasis 

added.)  My parents would bring me to protests strapped tightly in my stroller, 

and my mother raised my sister Maya and me to believe it was up to us and 
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every generation of Americans to keep on marching. She would tell us, do not sit around 

and complain about things, do something. 

 

Harris extolled BLM, saying “People of every age and color and creed who are finally declaring 

in one voice Black Lives Matter…To everyone keeping up the fight, …you are doing something 

great, you are the heroes of our time.” 

 

And joining in with Biden campaign staffers before landing the VP nod, Harris tweeted on June 

1:  “"If you're able to, chip in now to the @MNFreedomFund to help post bail for those 

protesting on the ground in Minnesota,” providing more aid and comfort to the Marxist BLM and 

Antifa rioters and looters.  (And further resulting in the release of numerous violent criminals.) 

 

SENIOR JUDICIARY DEMOCRATS DENY, REFUSE TO DENOUNCE VIOLENCE 

 

Still there are leaders among Democrats who deny the violence entirely.  House Judiciary 

Chairman Jerrold Nadler declared on July 26 that Antifa violence is a “myth that’s being spread 

only in Washington, DC,” as nightly riots entered their third month. 

 

President Trump called on Vice President Biden and Senator Harris to denounce Antifa after the 

announcement of Harris as Biden’s running mate, to predictable silence from the Biden 

campaign, and the mainstream media. 

 

On August 4, Republican Senator Ted Cruz of Texas held a Senate Judiciary subcommittee 

hearing on the protests and violence around the country.  In his comments to end the hearing, 

Senator Cruz noted,  “corporate America floods millions of dollars into explicitly Marxist 

terrorist organizations that glorify cop killers, that glorify violence - that the violence and 

terrorism that flows from that should not be surprising.”  As is customary he turned to the senior 

Democrat on the subcommittee for her closing comments.  Senator Mazie Hirono of Hawaii 

complained, “how many times have I had to say that we all should be denouncing violent 

extremists of every stripe?”  When Senator Cruz asked if that included Antifa, Senator Hirono 

announced she was leaving and walked out.  Senator Cruz concluded the hearing with the 

observation: 

 

So, that is the position of the Democratic Party. I would note also that of the seven 

Democratic senators who spoke not a one of them apologized for or denounced multiple 

Democrats calling law enforcement officers Nazis, Stormtroopers and Gestapo to be fair, 

I have not heard the word Nazi, but Stormtrooper was Nancy Pelosi and Gestapo was 

another Democratic leader. That is less than helpful. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The “mostly peaceful” protests (in truth rioting coordinated and orchestrated by organizations 

like BLM and Antifa) that have engulfed America’s cities this summer have been no accident.  

As outlined here, these organizations subscribe to socialist/communist ideology with a specific 

objective of promoting social unrest (and explicitly on the part of Antifa, engaging in violence) 
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to “fundamentally change America,” as another Democrat president, Barack Obama, all-too-

recently proclaimed. 

 

Democrat leaders and now the Democrat Biden/Harris presidential ticket at best disguise, 

obscure, and apologize for the socialist Black Lives Matter movement and the violent subversive 

Antifa organization; at worst, they outright refuse to acknowledge their existence, or to denounce 

their thuggish objectives and conduct. And in the case of the selection by Biden of Kamala 

Harris as his veep, their embrace of radicalism is openly declared.  Attempting to dress up her 

lifetime of leftist activism (beginning with her indoctrination by her parents), Harris intoned in 

her announcement speech with melodious rhetoric that “[i]t is a song you will never forget.” 

With her selection and the active complicity of congressional Democrat leadership, Marxism, 

socialism and communism are on the march in the United States like no time since the 1960s, or 

maybe ever before. 

 

These radical, violent, socialist Democrats’ objectives, beyond the destruction of liberty and free 

enterprise, is to control your life, and thereby destroying America.  Unfortunately, establishment 

Republicans have been bullied into submission by charges of intolerance and racism in the face 

of the BLM/Antifa onslaught. 

 

That’s why I’ve established FedUp PAC, to fill the gap that Republican leaders have failed to 

breach. If you agree with this memo, please join us at www.FedUp.org, where you may join us 

as a Conservative Paul Revere Rider and access this and more of our fact sheets, booklets, 

videos, voter cards and more.  Or contact us via postal mail at the address below. 

 

 

 

Paid for by FedUp PAC www.FedUpPAC.org 

Not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee. 

Contributions to FedUp PAC are not tax deductible. 

Richard A. Viguerie, Chairman, P.O. Box 1370, Manassas, VA 20108 

This program by FedUp PAC is an Independent Expenditure in support of re-electing 

President Trump and electing a Republican Congress. Donating is not a contribution to the 

Donald J. Trump for President campaign committee and does not limit you in contributing to 

his official campaign committee. 

 

FedUp PAC can accept unlimited-size donations as well as corporate donations. 

Contributions may be used to cover costs of communications, compliance, administration, 

and fundraising for FedUp PAC's projects to achieve a governing constitutional conservative 

majority. 
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